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Dear Sponsor

Thank you so much for taking interest in NUSolar. We are a non-profit stu-
dent run organization founded in 1997, and our goals are to design, build 
and race our solar cars. We aim to promote green technology by enhanc-
ing public knowledge and interest in alternative and efficient    energy, and 
to enhance our team members’ preparation for professional and technical 
careers by having them design, building and racing a solar-powered vehicle.

In order to build and race a successful solar car, we rely on the help and gen-
erosity of our corporate partners and sponsors. Your support will directly 
contribute to our team by:

1) Enhancing the undergraduate engineering experience
2) Helping members become more experienced individuals, leaders and     
professionals
3) Improving members’ design, planning and strategy skills
4) Advancing electric vehicle and solar technologies

We reciprocate our sponsors’ generosity with extensive publicity, media  
coverage and recognition of their contributions, both in the Chicagoland 
community and during testing, traveling, and racing. We feature our spon-
sors on our website and publications as well as on our trailer and on the solar 
car itself.

Our team participates in multiple competitions and has been highly success-
ful in the American Solar Challenge in the past, finishing the race in 3rd place 
in 2010 and 2011. We are currently repairing and finishing our sixth solar car 
to compete in the 2014 American Solar Challenge. After that, we will begin 
planning and designing our seventh generation solar car.

This packet describes who we are and what we do as well as the assistance 
we seek in achieving our goals. We hope that you share our vision and can 
support us in reaching our goals.

Sincerely,



The Team

Our team consists of approximately 30 students members in various                  
disciplines ranging from Mechanical Engineering to Violin Performance. At 
our core, we are an engineering research project, but we have broadened 
our scope to focus on the business and outreach aspects that help sustain our 
organization.

We are supported by four Northwestern faculty members:
Dana Comolli - President of DMAXX, Adjunct Professor of Engineering
Walter Herbst - Director of the Master of Product Development Program
Chi-Haur Wu - Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Kornell Ehmann - Professor of Manufacturing and Mechanical Enginnering

Goals

Our current race goal is to place in the top 3 of both the 2014 Formula Sun 
Grand Prix track event and the 2014 American Solar Challenge. We also aim 
to attend our first World Solar Challenge in Australia in 2015.

We will finish building our current generation solar car this year and begin 
the planning and designing phase of our seventh generation solar car next 
year.

It is our continual goal to educate our members in engineering and                
business principles and to promote electric vehicle technology and                             
alternative energy.



The Races
The Formula Sun Gran Prix is a closed-circuit 
track race where teams circle a short track 8 
hours a day for 3 days. This event challenges  
the car mechanically with sharp and frequent  
turns and variations in track grade. Stategy for 
this event is track-based: Coordinating passes, 
minimizing pit times and learning the course.

The American Solar Challenge is a cross-      
country race that winds across more than 
1700 miles of the United States. This event                          
challenges the efficiency and endurance of the 
car; teams must optimize power, speed and  
battery usage, all while ensuring the stability 
and safety of their cars. Strategy for this event 
includes adaptation to varying road conditions, 
weather and traffic. The 2014 course begins 
in Austin, TX  and  travels  through  7  states  

The 2014 American Solar Challenge Route
Austin, Texas to Minneapolis, Minnesota

to St. Paul/ Minneapolis, MN, garnering major   
media coverage along the way.



Solar Car 6 Incoming Funds 2011-13 Solar Car 6 Expenses 2011-13

Funding:
Solar cars are very expensive and complex machines. They       
require a significant amount of time to design, as does the       
manufacturing of individual custom components. Our light-
weight composites, high efficiency solar cells, and usage of 
cutting-edge technology all have high costs. Once finished, the 
cars go through a demanding testing schedule. These expenses 
are necessary in order to guarantee the success of our solar car, 
which is why a substantial amount of funding is necessary.

Our current vehicle, SC6, has a budget of $200,000.                             
Although these costs are high, we continually strike a balance 
between conservative spending and investing in competitive                     
technology because the educational value in using state of the 
art technology for our students is priceless. 

Revenue and Expenses

From design to construction, our engineers spend months      
researching available technology, conducting experiments to 
determine the best and most cost effective way to implement 
their designs and learning about prototyping and construction.

Every year, we visit high schools around the Chicagoland area 
for outreach events that aim to educate younger students on 
the advancements and capabilities of solar technology. 

Our team is in constant communication and support with our 
faculty members. This ensures that we are constantly making 
improvements to our solar car, both in technical design as well 
as in daily operations and management of our team.



Major Components

Solar Array
Solar cells generate the electric energy that powers our car. Our car’s array has 
an area of approximately 6.9m2, covering 95% of the car’s top projection. Our 
468 solar cells have some of the best solar cell technology avaliable and coverts                           
approximately 20% of the sun’s light into energy.

Shell
Our solar car is designed with a monocoque structural approach. The shell acts 
as the structural support of the car and also supports other important elements 
of the  car such as the wheels, motor, and batteries. The shell is made of a         
carbon fiber reinforced polymer composite material.

Motor
The car has a 96V brushless DC motor located at the rear wheel that allows us 
to adjust the car’s performance and power consumption to adapt to various           
external conditions. At  500W of power output, our motor reaches 95% effi-
ciency. The motor is rated at 5 HP and converts electric energy into motion and 
propels the car to speeds up to 60mph.

Batteries
The batteries are used to store the array’s energy for use when we are driving 
in low light conditions or at night. Our car has 32 battery modules connected in 
series, each module with thirteen 3.7V LG 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries that are 
connected in parrallel by nickle plates. 

Telemetry
There are multiple computer systems that control our solar car. The battery pro-
tection system monitors voltage, temperature and current for each of our bat-
tery modules and shuts the car down if anything is wrong. We have multiple 
sensors around the car that relays information to a remote laptop over a cellular 
network.

Roll Cage
Our roll cage is built of 1.25 inch steel tubing with a 0.06 inch wall thickness and 
is able to sustain up to 62,506psi of stress with no major deformations. This is 
able to ensure our driver’s safety in the event of a crash or a rollover.

Solar Array Not Shown



Sponsor Level Platinum

$10,000 Gold
$5,000 Silver

$2,500 Bronze

$1,000

Recognition on nusolar.org & brochures, 
certificate of donation, & team photo

Recognition and Gifts

Recognition on trailer

Recognition on team t-shirts

Recognition on solar car sides (small)

Recognition on solar car sides (large)

Recognition on solar car bubble

Logos on solar car

Platinum: Sponsors donating $10,000 or above become platinum level sponsors and have 
their logos placed on both sides of the car in the most prominent location: the bubble.* 

Gold: Sponsors donating $5,000 receive gold-sized logos, to be placed visibly on both 
sides of the solar car. Gold logos will be twice the size of silver logos.*

Silver: Sponsors donating $2,500 receive silver-sized logos, to be placed visibly on both 
sides of the solar car.*

* Exact logo sizes will be determined once car design is finalized and all donations are 
received.

Sponsorship Benefits



Additional Sponsor Benefits

Exposure and Publicity
Media Stops During the Competition - During the American Solar       
Challenge, our vehicles will travel across the country from Austin, TX to 
Minneapolis, MN, making daily media stops at checkpoints along the 
way. Our sponsors will recieve extensive visibility.

Outreach Events - We hold many outreach events throughout the year 
where we display our vehicles and promote our team and our goals to 
the general public. These include museums, like Adler Planetarium and 
the Museum of Science & Industry, as well as local high schools, parades, 
car shows and green technology events. These events offer opportuni-
ties for the public to take note of your support for the team.

Access to Northwestern University Students
As a sponsor, you gain access to some of the most talented engineers 
and students at Northwestern. We are eager to find employment, both 
temporary (internships or co-ops) and permanent. By sponsoring our 
team, you will have the opportunity to recruit our exceptional members.

Green Image
Environmentalism has become a significant and important part of our 
everyday lives, and it will only become more and more important. By 
sponsoring our team, your company will be furthering research and de-
velopment of electric vehicles, solar cell technology and other alterna-
tive energies. Your support will boost your forward-thinking, ‘green’ im-
age, while benefitting our planet and reducing our dependence on finite 
natural resources. 



Northwestern University Solar Car Team, c/o Prof. C.H. Wu
Address: 2145 Sheridan Road, M309, Evanston, Il, 60208

Email: team@nusolar.org
Website: www.nusolar.org

Principal Sponsors

Dean Julio M. Ottino
Pacific Coast Composite


